Lysine Propionylation To Boost Sequence Coverage and Enable a "Silent SILAC" Strategy for Relative Protein Quantification.
Quantification in proteomics largely relies on the incorporation of stable isotopes, with protocols that either introduce the label through metabolic incorporation or chemical tagging. Most methods rely on the use of trypsin and/or LysC to generate labeled peptides. Although alternative proteases can enhance proteome coverage, generic quantitative methods that port over to such enzymes are lacking. Here we describe a quantification strategy amenable to most proteases, which involves propionylation of metabolically labeled lysine, using a "silent stable isotope labeling by amino acids in cell culture (SILAC)" strategy that reveals isotopic labels on second-stage mass spectrometry (MS2) fragmentation in a tandem mass tag (TMT)-like manner. We selectively propionylated lysine residues prior to digestion to generate pure ArgC-like digestion for trypsin and novel ArgN-like digestions for LysargiNase, by restricting digestion at lysine. The modification offers highly complementary sequence coverage, and even enhanced protein identification rates in certain situations (GluC digestion). Propionylated lysine residues were present in the majority of identified peptides generated from digests of cell lysates and led to the consistent release of an intense cyclic imine reporter ion at mass-to-charge ratio ( m/ z) 140 using higher-energy collisional dissociation. We grew A549 cells in media containing either l-1-13C-lysine or l-6-13C-lysine, to generate proteins that share the same accurate mass when paired. Peptides were indistinguishable on the first-stage mass spectrometry (MS1) level and, upon fragmentation, released reporter ions at m/ z 140 and m/ z 141, without otherwise affecting sequence ion mass. The quantification approach is independent of the number of peptide lysines and offers a new strategy for quantitative proteomics.